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Introduction:  The ESA ExoMars rover, Rosalind 

Franklin [1], will land on Mars on 2021. Water-bearing 

minerals such as clays and hydrated silica have been de-

tected at Oxia Planum (landing site) suggesting evi-

dence of a wet Mars [2, 3]. The landing ellipse is par-

tially covered by bright aeolian bedforms or Transverse 

Aeolian Ridges (TARs) showing different morpholo-

gies [4, 5, 6]. Here we present results of automatic map-

ping of TAR locations, wavelengths and orientations, 

within the landing ellipse (Fig. 1). The morphology of 

TARs can provide information about the winds regime 

at the landing site. 

 
Fig. 1: a) TARs and plain ridges in the landing ellipse showing 

different wavelength (b) and azimuth (c). Note the different 

crestline/ridge orientations in panel (c) blue: intra-crater 

TARs + plain mini-TARs, red: plain ridge pattern. 

Methods:  TARs parameters were retrieved using 

HiRISE images [7] acquired along the landing ellipse 

and coregistered over CTX mosaics [8, 9] in a GIS en-

vironment. Wavelength and trend (0 – 179°) have been 

derived automatically and other image texture de-

scriptors were locally computed on the frequency-do-

main. Supervised neural networks are then used to au-

tomatically map the location of aeolian bedforms (Fig. 

1).   

 

 
Fig. 2: Mini-TARs and plain ridges on the landing ellipse 

(HiIRSE). Note the Y junction formed by the plain ridges and 

their eroded and fractured apparence suggesting a PBRs 

origin. 

 

Results:  Previous results of TAR analysis in the 

landing ellipse highlight the main E-W distribution of 

the bedform crestlines [6]. In our analysis we show the 

presence of a set of ENE-WSW oriented TARs within 

some impact craters and on the surrounding plain [4, 5, 

6]. This set of bedforms has wavelength varying from 5 

to 53 meters. TARs inside impact craters show exposed 

cross-beds visible as bright and dark-toned banding over 

their SE dipping slopes. Similar layers characterize the 

plain megaripples at NASA MER Opportunity landing 

site in Meridiani Planum [4, 10]. When identified on the 

plain, TARs with the same trend have lower height and 
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wavelength (Fig. 1b). These plain TARs have been pre-

viously classified as mini-TARs [4]. The mini-TARs 

pattern overlies a set of WNW-ESE pattern of ridges 

(Figs. 1a and 2). These ridges are pervasive on the sur-

rounding plain, they are regularly spaced, cratered and 

eroded (Fig. 2). Locally Y-junctions can be seen (Fig. 

2). These ridges have a variable wavelength with most 

of them being 41 to 53 meter spaced and they apparently 

overly the clay-bearing unit [5]. In some cases, bedrock 

fractures/joints seem to transect the ridges (Fig. 2).  

Discussion: The location of the exposed cross-beds 

over the SE dipping TAR slopes (the TAR stoss side) 

implies winds blowing from the SE to the NW. Most 

regional wind indicators, such as sand dunes accumu-

lated in craters nearby the landing ellipse and wind 

streaks, point to winds coming from a different direc-

tion, the NE and NW in good agreement with the mean 

wind zonal circulation during the Martian southern sum-

mer [11]. The different cross-beds albedo on the TARs 

stoss side might indicate different grains sizes and com-

positions suggesting bimodal grain size typical of meg-

aripples [12]. The mini-TARs on the plain show a com-

parable orientation suggesting similar formative winds 

(Fig. 3). Their lower height and wavelength indicate that 

mini-TARs consist of finer grain sizes than intra-crater 

TARs. 

The ridges visible on the plain might represent a 

paleo bedform pattern. If so, features of this wave-

lengths fits the TARs category [13] and their slightly 

different orientation than TARs inside craters and mini-

TARs (Figs. 1c, 2 and 3) might point to different form-

ative winds. However, the plain ridges are highly eroded 

and, at least in the studied area, do not preserve evidence 

of exposed cross-beds so formative winds have a 180° 

ambiguity. Alternatively, these features might represent 

periodic bedrock ridges (PBRs) [14, 15] which are ero-

sional aeolian features seeded by megaripples [15]. This 

hypothesis is supported by the presence of fractures run-

ning from the bedrock to the ridges (Fig. 2). In both 

cases the action of the wind is the main trigger of their 

formation and, assuming a transverse trend to the main 

wind direction [14, 15], winds blowing from the NNE 

or the SSW can both explain their orientation. However, 

we cannot exclude a non-aeolian origin of the plain 

ridges that might just represent exposed layers of an un-

derlying geological unit.  

Because, this regularly spaced ridge pattern devel-

ops over the clay-bearing unit, it might represent a po-

tential astrobiological target for the ESA Rosalind 

Franklin rover which can clarify the exact nature of 

these features. The meteorological package onboard of 

the ESA/ROSCOSMOS surface platform lander called 

Kazachok, which includes an anemometer and an im-

pact sensor, may shed light on the present-day wind re-

gime in the landing site, providing an additional dataset 

to be compared with the bedforms observed from orbit 

and on the ground. The landing area shows the signs of 

climatic changes at different timescales. Part of these 

changes might be recorded by the aeolian bedforms cov-

ering the surface of the landing ellipse. The described 

aeolian features, can be directly accessible by the rover 

instruments providing precious hints on the climatic his-

tory of Mars. 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 3: Circular diagram showing the length-weighted distri-

bution of the TARs and plain ridges in the study area. Note the 

different orientations. 
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